ÄÇ ȘÄ ȕÆ Æȸǀ
ȔÆ ʎÈ ǑÆ Ǡȑ
ÄÇ ȘÆ ǵü ΆÈ Ǫȑ
Çü ǃÆ Å¦ȠÈ ǽÅ Ä 
ȔÆ ʎÈ ǕÆ Ǡȑ
ÄÇ ȘÆ Ȗü ǕÈ ǠȑÆ
ÄÇ ȸ
Çü ȔÆ ǦÈ ÆΒ
Allah in the name of the most Affectionate the Merciful
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Preface
Introducing Khazain-ul-Hidayat, It’s fair enough, if we call it is a software application, developed
using latest technologies to search Al-Qur’an, plus it presents convenient ways to read and
listen Al-Quran but when reviewing the application from the engineering, science and
technology prospects we need to know how the application is unique from ordinary available
bundle of same purpose software and why the Developer of Khazain-ul-Hidayat claim it The
Solution not an application.
It offers reading Al-Qur’an in true indo-pak transcript with all the Aerabs & Alamats as
manuscript but user can search the Qur’an by writing simple Arabic text even software will fix
common Arabic writing errors when searching. It has specially developed, deeply programmed
built-in fonts to write Arabic text in indo-pak script, means if anyone want to start project of
writing Ahadith Text in indo-pak script (which has not been written digitally yet) he can
complete this task easily using that fonts and any available word editor software like MS-Word,
WordPad. The font is all purpose solution for writing Arabic in Indo-Pak Script, can be used
freely by all including printing & publishing industry. Everyone is aware of poor quality Arabic
Writing in Islamic & other books published by most publishers, just because using non-aerab
supported fonts.
There were many features, I was looking for, when downloading and reviewing any digital
Quran software but no available products provided satisfaction to my soul. The first and most
important thing was Arabic Text of Qur’an; I was looking for true indo-pak transcript (BarreSaghir Rasm-ul-Khat) which I failed to found in any software and incase some software has
provision they was not presenting true script with all Aerab, Alamats & Signs as its in printed
manuscript of Al-Qur’an.
When someone wish to develop software to spread the message of Al-Qur’an, most probably
he will first of all start finding pre-written Arabic Text and its compatible font, collect desired
translations and audio files then start developing the software. In the Khazain-ul-Hidayat
Project we have not copied text from anywhere. We specially programmed the font & develop
special application to write and digitally verify Arabic Text of Al-Qur’an. Our written text has
been verified more than hundreds of time fully / specifically / digitally and manually. We not
just affirm 100% accuracy, we claim, inshallah no one can even find just a mistake of additional
space or difference in writing standards. There are many hidden features in our written text
that need further documentary to explain but one most highlighted feature in text is proper
separation of words within ayat (space between words) (e.g. In Ǡǭ
È ͲÈÄ ȑÅ§Ä ȠÈ ǥÅ first word “ǠÆ ǭÈ ͲÈÄ ȑ¾Ä ”
are two words, you will hardly find space between ¾Ä and Ǡ
Æ ǭÈ ͲÈÄ ȑin any available text). It seems
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minor issue (which is not at all) but to resolve just this issue we done researches of months
from many books & dictionaries including great help from Al-Itqaan Fil-Uloom-il-Qur’an
(Written by Allama Jalal-ud-deen Siyutee). There are many words in Al-Qur’an, which seems
single word but are not single technically e.g. ‘ǀȕ
Å Çü Ä ȴ żǩÄ ǀȕÄ ”, “ŰÄ ŶǙÄ Ä¦Æ ¾Ä ” etc. also there are
Ä ¾Ä ’, “ȸ
some words seems no single but they are single in real e.g. “ǜ
 Ä ǑÄ ¾Ä ”, some words having dispute
among Islamic scholars whether its single or not a single word e.g. “»
 Ä ǠÄ ǑŰ
Ä Ä ŵ” and few words
seems same looking words but sometime that’s are two separate words and sometime it’s just
one word e.g. “Ȝ
ȵ Ä ȑ ǀȕÄ ” & “Ȝȵ Ä ȑǀȕÄ ” and “ǜ
 Ä Äʋ¾Ä ”, “Ȕ
 È ȝÅ ǜÄÇ Äʋ¾Ä ” & “¾ÄÇ ǜÅ Äʋ” . We have not just putted special
efforts for Arabic Text but have written many modules just to process contents of Khazain-ulHidayat. Translations, Tafseer & audio of recitation was also not just copied, all these content
were deeply checked and proceed before inclusion in Khazain-ul-Hidayat. There are also many
unique features in Qur’an Search Engine, Audio (Recitation) Station and most of all Khazain-ulHidayat includes one unique work that has not been done by anyone in the history of Islam
before that.
Khazain-ul-Hidayat is consist on following modules











Al-Qalam Quran Fonts
Graphical User Interface
Main Screen - The New Form of Al-Qur’an
Qur’an Search Engine
Qur’an Audio (Recitation) Station
Analytical Sura & Para List
Customization & Information
Khazain-ul-Hidayat supports all Languages
In-Depth Qur’an Counting System
& Last but most import Offline Download Section
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Al-Qalam Quran Fonts
Creating any font is a complicated job itself and the complicacy ratio get increased 10 times
when aiming to develop ordinary Arabic / Urdu font. It is impossible to explain in words, how
much it is hard / thorny & tricky task to create a special Arabic font for Al-Qur’an, it’s like
seeking for the treasure in harsh world, each steps from collecting initial glyphs to program
font; joining character, placing aerab, adjusting alamats & marks is gradually difficult, someone
who has tried doing this just know its difficulties exactly. I am among the one from 90% peoples
who get failed after starting font development project and it was first large trouble for me
during Khazain-ul-Hidayat project but almighty ALLAH get me rid from this problem by
establishing my collaboration in amazing way with world famous Urdu fonts developers
community called “Al-Qalam” through Urdu Mehfil forum. This community has many sincere,
toiler & expert members from various fields of IT, whom join each other’s hand and work on
various projects in various teams. Developer of world first most complete Unicode Urdu
Nastaleeq Font “Jameel Noori Nastaleeq” with huge built-in ligatures (This team has not
mentioned any brand / name inside / outside, as they was not willing to get popularity but was
aimed to help Urdu community) is a member of this community, he was luckily have putted its
special efforts in Al-Qalam Quran Fonts. My duties in Font Development Project was writing AlQalam font’s compatible Al-Qur’an text, report problems / issues / bugs in font, sharing
enhancement ideals and finally assuring 99.99% accuracy by verifying text digitally and
manually. Text was manually checked by Hufaz-e-Karam & Al-Qur’an proof reading expert. It
has explained before how it was verified digitally. To summarize the font story, I will say
almighty ALLAH was accumulated experts from around the world to single point to bring the
fonts for Khazain-ul-Hidayat.
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Graphical User Interface
We have tried giving maximum digital look and feel to software by using latest technologies for
application development. All the features and options have been packed within ribbon styled
main screen (Latest navigation standard). Its first look will surely impress you. Its main screen
has following sections


Ribbon Menu with Bookmarks List



Office 2007 looking Toolbox to give easy access to software features, specially
customize appearance and navigate through most recent visited ayats by clicking ‘Back’
& ‘Forward’.
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Sura Index for Al-Qur’an Exploration with graphical indication about makki / madani
sura



Selected Sura’s Ayats List for navigation through Al-Qur’an Quickly
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Para index to quickly open different para



Quick Reference Finder: Using this feature, user can quickly open specified sura & ayat
by just writing it numerically (e.g. 2.208 {sura [dot] ayat} will open sura # 2 & ayat #
208).



Breaking News  An area is specified in main screen to socially keep the team of
Khazain-ul-Hidayat with all the user of Khazain-ul-Hidayat so that we may alert those
regarding serious issues in software or availability of update.





Style brings predefined different styles to quickly change fonts, left / right corners ETC.
Content bring predefined different set of contents to display at main screen (e.g. If user
wants Arabic Text & Urdu Translation to display it can be done quickly from here)
Sound Volume & other Recitation Controls



Page Navigation Buttons It helps users scrolling through rukoos within main screen.
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Various numerical counting based Statics related to selected sura / ayat / para
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Sajda Ayaat List to quickly navigate through different sajda ayaat within Al-Qur’an
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On screen Bookmarks list to easily navigate through various points of Al-Qur’an.



Defaults provisions to quickly change Reciter or path to play recitation from. If user has
no space / time to install all audio files, he is not forced to do that. We have uploaded all
the audio files to our server for live streaming.
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Main Screen to present Full-Featured Al-Qur’an
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Main Screen - The New Form of Al-Qur’an
We have used HTML Technology to present Al-Qur’an in front of User, as HTML has various
built-in formatting and navigation features. We have shown selected Sura Name, Its serial
number in Al-Qur’an, its revelation number and place at the top of the page. Header also
displays information regarding rukoo and para for the selected ayat / rukoo. As the contents
shown in main screen are in HTML Format means user can just copy and paste with all the
formatting to their WYSIWYG based blog and websites editor. Main screen offer users viewing
Al-Qur’an in two different ways;
Note: Toolbox and Right Panel can be hiding by double clicking on home (top button at toolbox)
and un-pin sura and statics pages.


Al-Qur’an Only - Paragraph View (Better view for Tilawat-e-Qur’an): This view presents
Al-Qur’an Text in beautiful fonts for recitation. As the screen has not translations or
commentaries, reader can focus on recitation and incase having difficulties in recitation
he can play the ayat in the voice of world famous reciters by just clicking on any word of
ayat to play the ayat.



All other views under Content combo can be called the views to enlighten the soul with
the beams of Al-Qur’an. Its predefined lists has
o Arabic & Transliteration: This view is specially defined for the learners of AlQur’an, it helps user reciting Al-Qur’an duly. Here I would like to mention
something about content (Transliteration), It’s a text of Al-Qur’an in English, can
be called in roman Arabic, its most accurate text available at web in html format
and I personally recommend this as shortcut to learn Tilawat-e-Qur’an easily
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without going into depth of Ilm-ul-Tajweed.

o Arabic & English: This view will present Al-Qur’an in Arabic at right and
Translation in English at left
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o Arabic & Urdu: This view will present Al-Qur’an in Arabic at right and Translation
in Urdu at left
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o Arabic & Urdu Translation & Tafseer: This view will present Al-Qur’an in Arabic
at right (Row 1, Column 1), Translation in Urdu at left (Row 1, Column 2) and
Tafseer just bottom of Arabic & Translation (Row 1, Column 1-2). Here notable
thing in Translation & Tafseer is red colored reference numbers. We have
worked a lot to internally process these marks in unique way. Without
separating records in database, it shows just ref # with different color even if
there are two or more references in one ayat. Another notable thing is speaker
and star buttons with Arabic & Urdu Text. Star button will help you adding ayat
in bookmarks list and play button will play Ayat or Its translation.

You may select various contents and styles to see how the software is flexible to present AlQur’an with different Translations / Tafseer in Different Fonts and styling. In the customization
chapters we will show you how you can define your own views and styles, also if you want to
add your own collection of translation and tafseer in any language how it can be done???
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Al-Qur’an Search Engine
By clicking ‘Search Engine’ from toolbox, quick access bar or ribbon menu, you will be taken to
the smart search engine of Al-Qur’an. As explained in beginning, how many problems we have
faced during start of project to writing Arabic text and processing other contents including
Arabic and Urdu text. After all this trouble plus our 10+ year experience we ware complete
aware of introducing normal search engine will be useless for all, we were quite aware of what
common mistakes people does when writing Urdu / Arabic in computer, e.g. there is no unique
standard among Pakistani computer users regarding adding space between words, sometime
they place no space between words and sometime they place more than one space between
them to make some gap between words, also there is no standard, nor awareness of placing
aerab. We was aware Almost 90% users will first of all open search engine after installing
‘Khazain-ul-Hidayat’ for the first time and if it will inform user ‘Data Not Found’ incase he will
wrote ‘Ǡ
Æ ǭÈ ͲÈÄ ȑ¾Ä ’, user will never see other features and never ever look nor think about what he
was missed in writing but he will uninstall the software and write his comment on Facebook,
twitter etc… In this scenario, true smart engine was just one solution otherwise all previous
taken steps to write Arabic, verify contents etc. has no means. So we start analyzing common
difference of writing Arabic / Urdu, centralized understood mistakes (e.g. Unicode has different
values for same looking characters (e.g. kaaf) for Urdu & Arabic). On finalization of our
research, we came with a bunch of code that will get query from user and start analyzing
mistakes in it then will make his query able to use for searching the Qur’an and then bring
maximum possible result against given query.
Following are the options & Features in Search Engine Screen


Searching Text: We have provided tree separate text boxes to help user generate most
matched query for research. With all the boxes, there is a check box attached titled
“Not”, by which user can search for the ayat that does not has not marked word and
having non-not marked words in it. There is an option to select “Match all written
words” & “Match any from above mentioned words” to let user find for an ayat having
all three mentioned words or any word from above mentioned three words.
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Search In: User can select “All” if wish to search text in all available material in Khazainul-Hidayat or can specify a book to search for the text in.



Search Technique: It offers two ways to search; 1st Normal & 2nd Advance.

o The technique Normal is a routine search method that tries bringing most exact
search result as per user query.
o Advance is the method that tries first of all converting standard of user’s
provided search text to our coded standard, then bring search result accordingly.
o For example if you will search for the word “
will bring all ayats having words “ȠüȒǭͿ
ÄÇ ”, “
to specifically search for the word “



ȠȒǭ” using advance technique, it
ȠÄü ȒǭÄ ” & “ ȠÄü ȒǭͿ
ÄÇ ” and if you want

ȠÄü ȒǭÄ ” you would need to search using

normal technique and writing same word as written in Khazain-ul-Hidayat.
Other Options:

o Style: Result’s font, borders and frames can be changed using different
predefined styles from this list.
Volume: Sound volume of recitation can be increased / decreased or stopped
using this control.
o Search Results: (Per Page): You can define how many search result you want to
see at single page. There is no limit, you can chose from 1 to as many as you like
but please take care showing too many result in single page may slow down your
system performance.
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Search Result Features
o It present clickable Ref. # with each result to get user in depth by quickly
opening clicked reference in Main Screen

o It shows search target (book) in content column

o It shows clickable play icon for Al-Qur’an & Urdu Translation so that user can
play it quickly, just to remind you there is a volume controller integrated in
search engine.

o There is an option to get displayed content from one another book (translation /
tafseer) for the same reference against all searched ayats, e.g. If you are
searching in Urdu Translation and want to get Arabic Qur’an Displayed with your
search result, you can do it by setting “Arabic Text” in “Show With Result” list.
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o It highlight text in search result using special technique, as it’s not the same word
in search result, what user have written. To do that we used Microsoft’s
Programmed Globalization tools and customized Ar-Culture according to our
needs.

o Search Result static inform user about # of lines (ayat) in which inquired text is
found and paginate the search result based on user configuration (Search Result
Per Page).
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o Pagination bar come with First, Previous, Next & Last Buttons.

Following are example, how user can utilize Khazain-ul-Hidayat in his Research Project;


User can search for an ayat having all three words “ȠüȒǭ” and “Ƞü ȍ¨” and “ȠȖȦȉ” in Al-



Qur’an only or all the available books in Khazain-ul-Hidayat. Without taking care of
placing aerab in his search strings.
In the above mentioned way, just by clicking “match any from above words”, user can
search for an ayat having “ȠüȒǭ” or “Ƞü ȍ¨” or “ȠȖȦȉ”.



Now taking our research in to some depth, if user wants to know an ayat(s) in that there
is a word “ȠüȒǭ” and “ȠȖȦȉ” but not word “Ƞü ȍ¨” in that. He will write all three words in
text boxes and just click ‘Not’ to word “Ƞü ȍ¨”. Khazain-ul-Hidayat will show the user all




the ayats in that Allah (Subhanuhu wa Ta’alla) have ordered Muslims establishing prays
but not ordered paying zakat in same ayat.
You can apply above mentioned search techniques to search in all the available books in
Khazain-ul-Hidayat or search in all the books.
Suppose you are searching for the Arabic words in Al-Qur’an (Arabic) and want to get
translation / tafseer to be displayed with ayat so you can have full meaning of ayat as
well, to do that you can select your desired book (translation / tafseer) from “Show with
Result” list.
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Qur’an Audio (Recitation) Station
As reading & researching Al-Qur’an using Khazain-ul-Hidayat provide spiritual gratification, we
are sure Audio System of Khazain-ul-Hidayat will also give you dynamical experience, Inshallah.
Our focus in 1st & 2nd edition of Khazain-ul-Hidayat was playing Tilawat-e-Qur’an beautifully all
the way and giving Urdu community some localization feel. Following are the audio content in
Khazain-ul-Hidayat with their brief detail of process & technique.






Qir’at by Qari Abdul Basit Abdus-Samad
o If you will look at the audio mp3 files for this qir’at (located in Audio\ABF), you
will find just 114 files (1 file per sura) but still Khazain-ul-Hidayat can play any
selected ayat in this Qir’at. Amazed?!? We have coded Khazain-ul-Hidayat to play
a range from audio file. It’s understood, to play range we have to note and add
range of all ayats in Khazain-ul-Hidayat. We tried a lot finding pre-written range
to use, we found some but noticed many errors in that so decided to do it our
self, it was really the tough task but Allah Subhanuhu wa Ta’alla helped us in
various ways. After noting range & verifying notes many time, we get ready to
implement that, accomplish all the challenges, we finally succeed in our mission.
Someone may think why we do this long practice when Ayat-wise separated mp3
audio files of Qari Abdul Basit recitation are available. The answer is we were
aimed to add both; 1- continues playing of sura & 2- feature to recite single ayat
perfectly. Now when we play ayat-wise separated files in continues mode, it was
feeling some gape between 2 files due to close of lastly opened file and open of
new file (the gape was varying based on system speed). The gape was ignorable
but we were feeling it will lose listener’s concentration; our inner-soul was not
giving us permission to ignore the issue so we chose the lengthy task. There was
one another benefit to us to note the range which was we can show currently
playing ayat in front of user screen when user is playing tilawat with Khazain-ulHidayat in continues mode.
Qir’at: Qari Abu Bakr As-Shaatri
o This qir’at was specially added to give user great experience in listening single
ayat. Separate audio for each ayat has been included in Khazain-ul-Hidayat. The
files was downloaded from web but checked and rectified where required.
Urdu Translation: Kanzuliman
o Single audio file per ayat was included so it can be played ayat wise, it was
checked in detail and many technical and other problems was fixed using various
sound processing and editing tools.
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Audio station in Khazain-ul-Hidayat has all the necessary tools required for playing audio such
as play list with open & save feature, play, pause & stop buttons and volume controller. Being a
Qur’anic Audio Station, some special features like; 1- adding single ayat per line or range in
playlist, 2- configure playing content as primary and secondary e.g. tilawat > translation, tilawat
only, translation > tilawat, translation only. Audio Station of Khazain-ul-Hidayat is the first and
only (as per our knowledge) non-video recitation audio system which display currently playing
ayat in front of screen with its previous and next ayat. It highlights currently playing ayat and
shows all 3 ayats (1- previous ayat, 2- currently playing & 3-next ayat) with Urdu translation so
user of all levels can have quick translation of any ayat while playing. It’s just not limited to
display ayat and translation which is playing but user can change fonts and style quickly using
pre-defined styles. Following are the options / features in audio station of Khazain-ul-Hidayat.



Playlist Manager: It has long-displaying list of playing items (encoded Sura & Ayat
Reference numbers), playlist save and open buttons. Playing item slide to present
current position, played portion and remaining play portion. “Sura”, “From Ayat” & “To
Ayat” lists to add item in playlist. There are two different ways to add item(s) to play
list; 1-Add Range, its suitable if user is willing to play continues tilawat, with this button
it will add just one item in play list for example if you have selected sura 2 and from ayat
208 to ayat 286. It will play whole selection in Arabic first then its translation (if 1st & 2nd
play is configured accordingly), 2- Add Single Ayats, with this button it will add separate
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item in playlist for each ayat, this method is suitable to listen one ayat in Arabic then its
translation in Urdu and so on. Remove button delete selected item from list and clear
makes playlist blank.
Play, Stop & Pause Buttons and Volume Controller
Arabic Text & Urdu Translation of the ayat being played with its previous and next ayats
with highlight feature.
Style List: to instantly change font, border and other attributes displaying text.
1st Play & 2nd Play Lists: As mentioned in audio station’s introduction the system has
developed based on playing qir’at first then its translation so user can select which qir’at
will play in 1st play and Urdu translation in 2nd play. If user want to play translation first
then qir’at, he will select Urdu translation in 1st play and qir’at in 2nd play and in-case
user want to play just qir’at, he will select desired qir’at in 1st play and select ‘None’ in
2nd Play.

The audio station in Khazain-ul-Hidayat has also something for the practitioner of Hifz-ulQur’an. Listening specific ayat / rukoo / sura again and again is the scholar’s suggested best
practice to memorize Al-Qur’an. Keeping this recommendation in mind, we have configured
audio station of Khazain-ul-Hidayat to repeat playlist continuously till clicking stop by the user.
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Analytical Sura & Para List
You must have enlightened your eyes by looking out Sura & Para list in printed Al-Qur’an.
Some publisher just add it in formal way and someone put special efforts to make it
beautiful as max as he can by adding various graphic designs in it. In our case, as we was
trying to give a world new form of Al-Qur’an, we decide to add new columns along with its
traditional columns, keeping eyes on the era and digital theme of Al-Qur’an, we adorn it by
digits.


Sura List: Sura Serial #, Sura Name, Revelation Order #, Revelation Place, Para
Number (In which para, the sura is described, one sura may start from one para and
end on another para), Manzil Number. All this mentioned columns are common
practice in printed form of Al-Qur’an. We have added some statics column in sura
list e.g. Total Rukoo in Sura, Total Ayats, Total Words, Total Characters, Total Aerabs,
Total Tashdeed & Mads, Total Marks, Total Numbers, Total Other than character.
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Para List: Para Serial # & Para Name columns are common practice in printed form
of Al-Qur’an. We have added some statics column in para list e.g. Total Ayats, Total
Words, Total Characters, Total Aerabs, Total Tashdeed & Mads, Total Marks, Total
Numbers, Total Other than character.

Some questions regarding this statics may be rising in your mind, you may be thinking, from
which book we have copied this digital data and how authentic is it??? You are just some steps
ahead to have answer of all your questions. Please keep reading this technological review, all
your queries regarding statics data will be answered in “Qur’an Counting System”
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Customization & Information
We have given various important information found in Printed Qur’an also in Khazain-ulHidayat to help user take care where required and understand symptom used in Arabic AlQur’an (Indo-Pak Transcript). Punctuates Interpretation & cautionary information regarding
important places in Al-Qur’an, Qur’an ending pray in Arabic & Urdu, transliteration table &
detailed introductory information regarding Khazain-ul-Hidayat 1.0 & 2.0 can be found within a
feature called “Information & Notes”.
The software not restricts using pre-defined and limited fonts, color and style, nor bound user
to just have one pre-defined layout. Following forms offer various options to personalize
Khazain-ul-Hidayat, as required


Styles Setup

Note: Arabic font list display only Khazain-ul-Hidayat compatible fonts to save users
spoil Arabic text faultlessly
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Contents Setup

With contents setup, user can configure what and how to display Al-Qur’an, Translation,
Transliteration and Commentaries in Main Screen. There is no limit to display contents.
As introduced above, Main Screen content are generated in HTML, we have allowed
user setting 1 content in a row or 2 contents in 2 columns. For example, if you want to
display Arabic Text in first row and English & Urdu translations in 2nd row, it’s possible.
We have pre-defined suitable sets of contents by default but user can define more sets
if wish to have. It was not difficult for us to give live options to users changing contents
at main screen but we decided to add defining procedure to save user playing with AlQur’an Content. In above picture, it’s showing a set which is showing Arabic Al-Qur’an at
right and Transliteration (How to recite) at Left in 1st row, Urdu Translation at right and
English Translation at left in 2nd row and Urdu Commentary in single column on 3rd row.
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 15 Beautiful Themes
Developing Khazain-ul-Hidayat, we were aware regarding use of product by different
people from different domain around the world so how is it possible we forget to add a
feature to personalize look and feel of software. We researched a lot for this and added
15 Different Themes to change look and feel as per user personalities. Following are
some snapshots of this feature
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Khazain-ul-Hidayat supports all Languages
Releasing first edition of Khazain-ul-Hidayat, we were aimed to add limited but most trusted &
our used translations & commentaries. We was supposed to add more contents our self by
releasing updates but this was not our plan to add contents in other language then Arabic, Urdu
& English. Thing that change our mind and forced us to re-think about giving permission to
users to add content of their choice was day by day increasing users & their request to add
some provision in Khazain-ul-Hidayat to allow users adding external content. We received huge
number of similar request within just 45-60 days so we planned to release its next edition as
urgent as possible. After just 3 month of releasing its first edition we start working on its 2nd
edition and within just 4 months almighty ALLAH make us feel more proudly and we release 2nd
edition with many updates, specially a feature to import external contents in Khazain-ulHidayat. As we were aware of unauthentic, mistake full and miss handled translation over web,
we applied special codes to check for general and structural mistakes before importing into
Khazain-ul-Hidayat. Procedure of converting available content to Khazain-ul-Hidayat compatible
XML file made quite complicated so expert and serious user only work on it. We restricted users
of that feature with many other terms and conditions to get them connected with our team to
check, promote and centralize latest contents. Complete help and sample files given with 2nd
edition to help users understand the procedure to generate and import external content in
Khazain-ul-Hidayat.
Inclusion of import Qur’anic book feature in this software made Khazain-ul-Hidayat the humble
gift from the Pakistan to the Islamic World and after this feature Khazain-ul-Hidayat can be
confidently called the true new form of Al-Qur’an-e-Azeem for all Muslim Umma.
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In-Depth Qur’an Counting System
The era in that we are leaving is no doubt ‘The Digital Age’ of humanity, people loves and
express their interest in analytical overviews so we decide to include some digital ingredient in
being introduced new form of Al-Qur’an. Our backend platform ‘Cleantouch Software
Corporation’ is actually an accounting software development company and the Project
Manager himself was involved in hundreds of financial projects before, in this scenario it was
seeming normal job for us to complete but it was getting complicated day by day as we was
collecting information about existing works in this section. We found some shocking facts in
available and general information, the most remarkable was about total number of ayats in AlQur’an, we was listened, getting sms and found in many written Islamic books that its total
6666 ayats in Al-Qur’an but as per our research it was 6236 ayats. Going into depth of this
matter, we found some another facts like;



Almost all ulma quotes in speech when required this wrong number
No work in detail was done in this respect, we hardly found just total sura, ayat, para,
total words in sura, total words in Al-Qur’an, total character in Al-Qur’an, total alif, ba…
in Al-Qur’an but almost nothing was matching with our work nor there was any
reference about existing works to cross checks the work.

We contacted many Islamic scholars to solve the matter and increase our knowledge to
introduced detailed static of Al-Qur’an but majority of scholar was misunderstanding us
when we was claiming the information wrong and asking abnormal questions. Anyway,
we were realizing the needs of research in this section and day by day our passion to
increase our knowledge about counting was increasing our discomfort, there was many
confusions like;




Which alif will be counted and which will be not
Will the character having no aerab on it, will be counted or not
What to count when aerab was replacing due to comma signs like noon-e-qutni and
hidden tashdeed on words!!!

There was many other confusions that was causing distress in our life due to each time thinking
about that, the situation cannot be explained in words but ALLAH TA’ALA was only the entity
who was aware of our sincerity and suddenly guide us to the book named “Al-Itqaan Fil-Uloomil-Qur’an”, the book is written by most respected Allama Jalal-ud-deen Siyutee (Rehmat-ul-Allah
Aleh). We found great research of him in this respect and his passion to work more on it was
clear. He was the scholar of fourteen century and completing detailed counting project that
time was life-time work. This book not just helps us in research about counting system but
guide us a lot in all the phases of developing Khazain-ul-Hidayat.
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We have used formal indo-pak transcript to calculate statics, for example when noon-e-qutni
take place against tanween, tanween replace with aerab, an additional take place noon with zer
on it, in this case two aerabs and a noon-e-qutni has been counted. A Detail sheet written in
Urdu has been included in Khazain-ul-Hidayat under “Information and Notes” section to inform
which character has been counted as character, aerab, alamat etc. and how words has been
counted and checked. We have taken it very much seriously and are 99.99% confident on
numbers, presented in Khazain-ul-Hidayat as well as we are aware it’s a complicated issue so
we have requested users in software to report or confirm if they found any doubt in any
number. We have written in software that numbers has been calculated by our IT Team after
in-depth research from Translations, Commentaries and Qur’anic & Arabic Dictionaries. We
have also requested Islamic scholars whom are specialist of this field to guide us improving the
counting system in Khazain-ul-Hidayat.
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Offline Download Section
A unique section has been incorporated with Khazain-ul-Hidayat called “Download” contained
by toolbox. In this section we have shared all the carefully created contents with developers to
extend the possibilities of developing authentic Mobile, Web & Desktop Applications. All the
files for this section were generated digitally with special care in each process. We have also
mentioned important information and rules for uses within files to save developers from
mistakes. Following are the contents, available within download section;










Arabic Text
o We have mentioned above, how much care were taken preparing & finalizing
Arabic text. It’s the most authentic text for Barre-Saghir Rasm-ul-Khat Qur’an (As
per our research). The text has been shared in a Unicode text file, which is easily
importable through any database utility.
Arabic Words List
o We have generated this file for various uses by the developers. The file
containing all the unique words in Barre-Saghir Rasm-ul-Khat Qur’an with their
appearance count & first appearance reference. The list is sorted in order of
appearance in Al-Qur’an. With just little minute research with this file user’s soul
can be enlighten with various analytical information of Al-Qur’an, e.g.
 The first word used in Al-Qur’an is “Alhamdu” & the last unique word used
in Al-Qur’an is “yuwaswisu”.
 Al-Qur’an has 17631 unique words, used 87133 times.
 First 1,000 words of Al-Qur’an has been used for 47,249 times in AlQur’an, mean if anyone memorize meaning of first 1,000 unique words of
Al-Qur’an, he can understand 54% Qur’an at own. Extending it, if anyone
just memorizes meaning of words used in just two first sura of Al-Qur’an,
he can understand 65% of ALLAH’s message by just reading it in Arabic.
 A lot more hidden symbolic information can be unveiled, researching this
file like common & rare words of Al-Qur’an, which prophet / place / item
etc. has been discussed in Al-Qur’an in more time…
Urdu Text With Tafseer Points
o Its Urdu translation text (Kanzuliman) in Unicode text files for whom, willing to
use it with Tafseer (Khazain-ul-Irfan).
Urdu Text Without Tafseer Points
o Its Urdu translation text (Kanzuliman) in Unicode text files for whom, willing to
use it without any Tafseer.
Kanzuliman Words List
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o This is also an important file & multi-purpose
purpose file, generated very carefully for
the researchers of Kanzuliman & Ala
Ala-Hazrat
Hazrat Imam Ahmed Raza (Rehmat-ul-Allah
(Rehmat
Aleh). This contains statics of words used to translate Al
Al-Qur’an
Qur’an by the author.
Urdu Tafseer Khazain-ul-Irfan
Irfan Text
o It’s also a multi-purpose
purpose Urdu Tafseer Khazain-ul-Irfan’s
Irfan’s data in Excel file with
important columns for developers to use in their applications.
English Translation Text
o It’s a text of English Translation in Excel format
English Transliteration Text
o It’s available
ble for download in Excel format containing Transliteration text of AlQur’an in English. The text is written in HTML Coding format so developer can
integrate it as it is to present html formatted Transliteration of Al-Qur’an.
Al

FAREWELL WORDS (TILL VERSION 2.0)
ALLAH almighty given us opportunity to work on greatest book of human history, the time we were working on
the project, was the greatest time of our life. We pray Allah for continues work on this project and other
ot
projects
like this. There were many other wishes of us regarding features in Khazain-ul-Hidayat
Hidayat that can’t be added due
to our illiteracy.. We are continuously finding for the free time to make research on it and updating Khazain-ulKhazain
Hidayat. Many enhancements for version 3.0 have been planned and many needs further research. As a project
manager, I am completely aware it’s our life
life-time
time project, may ALLAH guide and help us at least to add all the
features written as our wish in introduction of Khazain
Khazain-ul-Hidayat.
As an all rounder in Khazain-ul-Hidayat
Hidayat project, I would thank ALLAH & IBADULLAH for helping us present this
wonderful product that can be un-doubly
doubly called New Form of Al
Al-Qur’an.
Qur’an. We have tried and will inshallah
continuously try performing our duty. All the Individuals & O
Organizations
rganizations are requested to help us collecting
required content for this Nobel product. Anyone can become our partner in blessings by promoting Khazain-ulKhazain
Hidayat as maximum as it can be.

Regards
Senior Developer & Project Manager
Khazain-ul-Hidayat
Shahid Arif

_________________________________
Cleantouch Software Corporation
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